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takes place
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Cross
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neutral-neutral and
and ion-neutral
Cross sections
ion-neutral collicollisions
sions are
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calculated using
using the
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hard sphere
sphere
model";
model'; ion-ion
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collision cross
cross sections
sections are
are computed
computed
using
collicoulomb potential.'4
potential. 24 Three-body
Three-body colliusing aa screened
screened coulomb
sions are not included.
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valid assumption
assumption
included. This
at the
the pressures
pressures of
of interest.
interest. Time-average
Time-average or
or ensembleensembleaverage statistics on
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(particle densiaverage
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ty, distribution
distribution functions,
functions, etc.)
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a very
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difficulty in plasma
DSMC
A potential difficulty
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using DSMC
is the
neutral and
and ion
the disparity
disparity of
of densities
densities between
between neutral
ion
species.
typical HDP reactors,
reactors, ion densities
densities are 100
to
100 to
species. For typical
and
1000
times lower
lower than the dominant
dominant neutral
neutral density;
density; and
1000 times
difficult to
to gather
gather meaningful
meaningful statistics
it isis difficult
statistics for
for trace
trace
species
in aa computationally
manner. AA trace
trace
species in
computationally efficient
efficient manner.
species
model has
has been
been implemented
for this
this
implemented for
species chemistry
chemistry model
Trace species
purpose. Trace
species are
are represented
represented by
by aa larger
larger number
number
(a factor of 100
(a
100 to 1000)
1000) of
of computational
computational particles
particles comcomto the more abundant gas-phase species.
species. To
pared to
Tocompute
compute
the correct
correct number
number of
of gas-phase
gas-phase collisions
collisions and reactions,
reactions,
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the number of
computed for
for
of pairs to be
be selected
selected per cell
cell is computed
separate cases:
cases: trace/nontrace
trace/nontrace interactions,
interactions, trace!
trace/
three separate
trace interactions,
trace
interactions, and
and nontrace/nontrace
nontrace/nontrace interactions.
interactions.

Different
collision frequencies
frequencies are
are also
also computed
computed for
for ionionDifferent collision
neutral interactions
as compared
comparedtotoneutral-neutral
neutral-neutral interinterinteractions as
actions
the disparity
beactions due
due to the
disparity in the relative
relative velocities
velocities between the two kinds of
of pairs. Also,
Also, time step subcycling
subcycling is
is
implemented
for ion
ion transport
transport because
because of
of the
the disparate
disparate
implemented for
velocities
between ions
ions and
and neutrals.
neutrals.
velocities between
The electron
and electron
electron number
number density
density
electron temperature
temperature and
as computed
are interpolated
interpolated onto
onto the DSMC
computed by
by MPRES
MPRES are
DSMC
grid to determine
determine the
the spatially
spatially varying
varying electron
electron impact
impact
grid
reaction
The electrostatic
electrostatic fields,
fields, also
from
reaction probabilities.
probabilities. The
also from
the fluid
fluid simulation,
are used
used to
to calculate
calculate the
the force
force on
onionionsimulation, are
ized species.
Frank-Condon effects
effects are
are modeled
modeled by
by adding
adding
species. Frank-Condon
the excess
to the product
excess energy
energy to
product species
species when
when postcollipostcollision
DSMC simulation
simulation code
code
sion velocities
velocities are determined. The DSMC
is called Icarus.
Icarus. Icarus
Icarus has
has been
been ported
ported to
to aa massively
massivelyparparallel computing
environment to
to compensate
compensatefor
for the
the large
large
computing environment
requirements.
computational requirements.
The
between DSMC
DSMCand
and fluid
fluid simulations
simulations isis
The coupling
coupling between
shown in Fig.
Fig. 1.
1. Heavy
Heavy species
species profiles
profiles predicted
predicted by
by
shown
MPRES
are used
used as
as aa starting
for Icarus.
MPRES are
starting solution
solution for
Icarus. VariVariables
interpolated onto
onto the
ables from
from MPRES
MPRES interpolated
the DSMC
DSMC grid
grid
remain static during
during the
the Icarus
Icarus simulation.
simulation. Cycling
Cycling neuneutral
was perpertral species
species densities
densities between Icarus and
and MPRES
MPRES was
formed;
the updated MPRES
solution differed
differed by
by less
lessthan
than
formed; the
MPRES solution
3%
3% from
from the original
original values.
values. Cycling
Cycling ion
ion densities
densities was
was
attempted too, but proved to be
be unstable due
due to
to differences
differences
in the ion boundary
boundary conditions
conditions between
betweenthe
thefluid
fluidand
and parparticle codes.
DSMCdoes
doesnot
notimpose
imposecharge
charge neuneucodes. In essence,
essence, DSMC
trality since
density isis imported
importedfrom
fromthe
thefluid
fluid
since the electron
electron density
simulation (the
(the latter does
does impose
impose charge
simulation
charge neutrality)
neutrality) and
and
DSMC
only calculates
calculates the ion densities.
densities. We
We are
are now
now in
in the
the
DSMC only
process
correcting this
this deficiency
deficiency by
imposing the
process of
of correcting
by imposing
the
charge neutrality constraint within
within DSMC.
DSMC.
The
grid used
used to
to simulate
simulate the
the GEC
GEC reactor
reactor isis
The DSMC
DSMC grid
shown
geometry of
of the
the reactor
reactor was
was simplisimplishown in Fig. 2.
2. The
The geometry
fied by
by not
not including
including the outer
outer ports.
ports. The
The concomitant
concomitant
reduction in surface area was compensated
by increasincreascompensated for by

E, Te
Te, 11e

(heavy particle
transport &
&
(heavy
particle transport
surface energy/angular dist.)
dist.)
Fig. 1.
Fig.
1.Schematic
Schematic of coupling
coupling between
between the
the continuum
continuum plasma
plasma

DSMC code
code (Icarus).
(Icarus).
code
code (MPRES)
(MPRES) and
and the DSMC
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional DSMC grid used for simulations.

electrode
extension

ing the outer wall recombination probability for surface
chemistry by a factor of 3.5. The wall temperature was set
at 350 K. The gas injection was modeled as a source at the

outer radius at the height midway between the upper and
lower electrode. Icarus contains a pump module which
allows particles to be deleted at a set rate in a zone identified as the pump region. Preliminary neutral flow simulations were performed to determine pumping speeds to be
used in the plasma simulations.

Fig. 3. Gaseous Elecfronks Conference reference cell configuration with an inductively coupled plasma source. Dimensions indicated are in millimeters.

The chlorine plasma was modeled using five species: Cl2,

Cl, CP, C1, and Cl-. A list of the gas phase and surface
reactions included in the simulations is shown in Table I.
A more detailed list including electron-impact excitations,

Experimental

and electron momentum transfer collisions used in the

The experimental data used for model validation were
taken on a GEC reference cell modified for inductively

MPRES simulations has been given before.525 A surface

recombination probability of 0.1 was used to describe

coupled plasma operation. A schematic of the cell is shown
in Fig. 326 The power source was a five-turn coil at the top
of the reactor, connected to a 13.56 MHz power supply. The
substrate electrode (16.5 cm diam) was grounded and did

atomic chlorine recombining to form molecular chlorine.
Positive ions were neutralized at the wall and returned as
the corresponding neutral with 100% thermal accommodation. Cl- was reflected at the reactor walls, since negative ions are repelled away from the walls by the electric
fields.
Simulations used approximately 5 X i0 computational

not hold a wafer in these experiments. Gas was injected
through a side port of the reactor at a rate of 5 to 20 sccm
of pure chlorine. The experiments spanned the range from
20 to 50 mTorr pressure and 185 to 300 W of deposited RF

particles in a grid with 3610 computational cells. The

power. Pressure was controlled by setting the pumping
speed to maintain a desired pressure for a given flow rate
without the plasma. Experimental details are given else-

trace species multiplier was 200. 'Iypical simulations run

for 5 to 7 x iO time steps using a time step zone of

1 X 10 s and 0.33 x 10 s for neutrals and ions, respectively. Typical Icarus simulation times were 8 to 12 h on
512 nodes of an nCUBE-2 massively parallel supercomputer, when started from MPRES solution. MPRES simulations required approximately 0.5 to 3 h on an HP 735125 workstation.

where.232

Results and Discussion
Spatially resolved electron temperature and density

profiles predicted by MPRES for a chlorine plasma sustained in a GEC cell have been shown before.2° Predicted

Table I. Chlorine chemical mechanism for Icarus simulations.

Gas-phase reactions
1. Cl2 + e - 2C1 + e
2. Cl2 + e-C1 + 2e

3. Cl + e—C1 + 2e
4 Cl2 + e —. Cl + C1

5. Cl- + e —. Cl + 2e

6. Cl + e —. 2C1
7. Cl +Cl-—'3C1
8. Cl + C1 -. Cl + Cl
Charge exchange reactions
9. C1 + Cl2 -. Cl2 + Cl;
10. Cl + Cl—' Cl + Cl'
11. C1 + Cl-. Cl + C1

Reaction rate expressions (m3/s)

Frank-Condon energy (J)

. e1'43
3.99 X 10' .
2.13 )< 10' . T77l . e7t'
. e31"
2.96 X 10-' .
221

x 10 .

.

e"'"

X 10 .
X 10 . (300./1'
5. X 10"
5. X iO
2:95
9.00

.

8.61753 X

0.96 x l0
.
578
X 10

10)°

1.84

X i0

Cross section (m2), partitioningb
120 x 1020, 0.75
120 x 1020, 0.75
120 x 1020, 0.75

Surface reactions
2C1 —. Cl2

0.1, reaction probability

Rate expressions were generated from cross sections assuming a Maxwellian electron energy distribution function. Explanation of this
procedure is given in Ref. 25.

Charge exchange reactions were computed using collisional cross sections, instead of rate constants. The event was partitioned
between a charge exchange or an elastic interaction.
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profiles agreed with the measurements of Miller et at.2°
The predicted electron density reached a maximum of
about 1.6 x 10'7/m3 at the center of the discharge. The

tions predicted the Cl number density at the center of the

Predictions of 7' were consistently below measured values.
Underprediction of the electron temperature may be associated with the assumption of a Maxwellian electron energy distribution. A Maxwellian distribution has a long tail
of high energy electrons, and hence a smaller Te is predicted for a given ionization rate, which is determined by the

reactor from 2.3 X 1020 to 3.7 X 1020/m3 when the pressure

maximum predicted electron temperature of 2.6 eV
occurred close to the coils, against the upper plate.

rate of ion losses to the wall. Further comparisons with
data taken in both chlorine and argon plasmas showed
good correspondence between simulation and experiment. The overall agreement between predictions and
experimental measurements provides a degree of confidence in the electron impact reaction rates and fields that
are being imported in Icarus.
Icarus simulation results, mixed with experimental data
comparisons, are presented in Fig. 4-11. Figure 4 shows
predictions of the spatial profiles of Cl and Cl2 at 185 W
and 20 mTorr. Cl2 is highly dissociated especially at the
center of the reactor. The Cl mole fraction ranged from 0.85
at the center to 0.00 2 at the outer radius of the reactor. This

represents a substantial radial gradient in the Cl number
density. Wall recombination of Cl and enhanced Cl2 disso-

ciation around the reactor center contribute to this gradient. The predicted gradients were affected by the probability used for Cl atom wall recombination. The value of 0.1
used in this study is consistent with that found by comparing chlorine plasma data to a 0-D model.27 To evaluate the
influence of the Cl wall recombination probability, a series
of Icarus simulations were performed with recombination
probabilities ranging from 0.01 to 0.1. The predicted radial

trends in neutral number densities remained fairly
unchanged, although the number densities changed by a

factor of two in some instances. More experimental work is

needed to determine the wall recombination coefficient
with certainty; however, trends in Cl density as a function
of pressure and power can be predicted even without a
detailed understanding of the wall chemistry.

Two-photon laser induced fluorescence (LIF) experi-

ments of relative Cl density in the center of the GEC reac-

tor explored trends with power and pressure.28 Experimental measurements detected no change (to within 15%)
in Cl density over a power range of 150 to 400 W. Simula-

discharge to remain fairly flat as a function of power,

increasing from 2.3 X 1020 to 2.7 X l020/m3 for a power
increase from 185 to 300 W at 20 mTorr. Icarus simulations
also predicted an increase in Cl density at the center of the

was increased from 20 to 50 mTorr. However, the mole
fraction of Cl in the center of the discharge decreased with
increasing pressure. In fair agreement with the simulation,
the LIF experiments detected a twofold increase in Cl den-

sity at the center of the reactor for a pressure increase

from 10 to 50 mTorr. (Only the normalized LIF intensity
was given in Ref. 28.)
The spatial profiles of Cl' and Cl; number densities were
found to be substantially different from those of the nega-

tive ion, Cl-, density as seen in Fig. 5. Positive ions reach
their peak number density near the upper wall of the reactor. The radial profile of Cl' is predicted to have a slight
off-axis peak for axial locations near the coil (Fig. 6). LIF
measurements of the radial profiles of the metastable Cl'
ions were taken at several different heights in the reactor
and are also shown in Fig. 6.29 Only the normalized LIF
intensity was given. The measured Cl' metastable ion density decreases by approximately 50% in going from 2.7 to
1.7 cm above the lower electrode. A similar drop is also
measured from 1.7 to 0.7 cm above the lower electrode. The
simulation predicts similar changes in Cl' (ground state)
number density with height above the wafer.
A comparison of the predicted radial profile of Cl- density to laser photodetachment measurements, taken at the
central plane of a 300 W, 20 mTorr discharge is shown in
Fig. 730 The measurements indicate a fairly flat Ci densi-

ty profile with a slight increase near r = 0.055 ro. The
absolute number density of Cl- ranged from 3.2 x iO to
4.0 X 10'7/m3. The electrostatic fields tend to move C1
toward the center of the discharge. However Cl is formed
with a significant translational energy (Table I) allowing
some Cl- to move opposite the field. Also, Cl- is formed primarily away from the reactor center since the Cl2 density is

lowest at the center. These factors contribute to form a

fairly flat Cl- radial density profile. The uncertainty
involved in measuring the absolute Cl - density is approxi-

mately a factor of 2. However, the relative C1 density is

accurate to

The simulation does capture the

observed (rather flat) negative ion density profiles up to a
radius of r = 0.045 cm in Fig. 7. Beyond this radial location

Fig. 4. Predidions of molecu-

lar chlorine (left) and atomic
chlorine (right) density distributions for 185 W and 20 mlorr.

9.00

Radius (m)
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E
Fig. 5. Predictions of Cl (left)
and Cl- (right) density distributions for 185 Wand 20 mlorr.

O.05
V

Radius (m)
the simulation predicts a drop in the negative ion density,

in disagreement with the remaining experimental data

point. The simulation results can be explained by the fact

that the electrostatic fields increase with radius and at
some point they become strong enough to confine the neg-

ative ions within the plasma. The origin of the apparent
discrepancy with the measurements is not known at this
time. It is believed, however, that the measured negative
ion density has to drop when one moves further out in
radius, since the plasma is fairly well confined to a radius
of 0.08 m, under these conditions. Unfortunately the data
does not extend far enough out in radius to test this assertion.3°

The flux and energy distribution of species bombarding
the wafer are of critical importance since such quantities
determine the etch rate, anisotropy, and selectivity, as well

as the radial uniformity of these figures of merit.

Predictions of the radial profiles of the flux of Cl, Cl,, Cl',
and Cl, incident on the lower electrode surface at 185 W
and 20 mTorr are shown in Fig. 8. As mentioned previously, Cl- is repelled from the potential well at the surface and
does not reach the electrode. The Cl flux is decreasing with

increasing radius; the opposite trend is predicted for Cl2.

The decrease in Cl with increasing radius is due to a
decrease in n,, responsible for dissociation reactions (reac-

tions 1 and 4, in Table I), and the wall recombination

which consumes Cl to generate Cl2. The decrease in the Cl'
flux with radius is associated with the drop in Cl and also
slowing the rate of reaction 3 (Table I). The radial pro-

efile of the CL flux shows a broad maximum with radius

since the Cl2 density increases, while n0 decreases with
radius. However, the flux of C1 to the surface is predicted
to be much smaller than that of Cl'. Mass spectrometry
data, taken from a pinhole in the center of the lower electrode indicated that the Cl flux is approximately one to
two orders of magnitude less than that of Cl' at 200 Wand
20 mTorr.3' The slight dip in the ion fluxes along the line of

symmetry is an artifact of poor statistics due to the small
DSMC cell volumes at the center of the reactor. Based on
the radial flux distributions shown in Fig. 8, the etch rate
of polysilicon, for example, is expected to be maximum at
the wafer center.
Knowledge of the angular and energy distribution functions of the species bombarding the wafer surface is also

required to accurately predict etch profile evolution.

Figure 9 displays the predicted angular distribution of Cl
Heigni Above Lowe, Flec,ode
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Fig. 6. Comparison of UF measurements of Cl metostable ion
density radial profiles and predictions of Cl ion density distributions for 185 W and 20 mlorr. UF measurements were taken at
three different heights above the lower electrode; 0.007, 0.017,
and 0.027 m.

Fig. 7. Comparison of radial photodetachment measurements
(circles) and prediction of Cl density distribution (solid line) at 300
W and 20 mlorr. Data and simulations are at a height of 0.015 m
above the lower electrode.
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Fig. 8. Predictions of flux (1 /m2-s) distributions of Cl, Cl2, C1, and

C1 incident on the lower electrode for 185 W and 20 mlorr. The
slight dip in ion flux along the center line (r = 0.0) is an arlifoct of
poor statistics due to the decreasing cell volume in the center of the

reocta
and C1 incident on the lower electrode at r = 0.03 m for
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Fig. 9. Predictions of the angular distribution function of Cl (solid
line) and Cl (dashed line) incident on the lower electrode at a
radius of 0.03 m for 185 W, 20 mlorr.

185 W and 20 mTorr. As expected, the Cl radicals are much

associated with Frank-Condon effects realized when Cl is

more thermalized than the ions, although the radical distribution does not correspond to a perfect Maxwellian.
Deviations from a perfect Maxwellian distribution are

Deviations from thermal equilibrium were also predicted
in the neutral species temperatures; an average tempera-

created via reactions 1 and 6, for example (Table I).
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ABSTRACT

The
structuresetched
etched using
using gas
gas mixtures
mixtures of
of C12,,
Cl2,HBr,
HBr,
The chemical distribution
distributionofofoxide-masked
oxide-maskedpolycrystalline
polycrystalline5i045Ge055
Si,,,4 Ge,5,, structures
and 02
The 200
200mm
mmdiam
diamwafers
waferswere
wereetched
etchedininaalowlow0, has been investigated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
spectroscopy (XPS).
(XPS). The
pressure,
plasma helicon
helicon source.
source. The
Thechemical
chemicalconstituents
constituentspresent
presenton
onthe
thetops,
tops,sidewalls,
sidewalls,and
andbottoms
bottomsofof
pressure, high-density
high-density plasma
the etched
As for
for polysilicon,
polysilicon,aasilicon
siliconoxide-like
oxide-likefilm
filmisisformed
formedon
the sidewalls
sidewalls of
ofthe
the
on the
etched features
features were determined by XPS.
XPS. As
features when
andC12/0,
C12/02
plasma,whereas
whereasthere
thereisisno
nogermanium
germaniumoxide-like
oxide-likeformation.
formation.Using
Using
when etching
etching with HBr/C12/02
HBr/Cl,/O, and
plasmas,
XPS, the
withboth
both mix-.
mixonthe
thesidewalls
sidewallsofofthe
thepoly,Si,45Ge055
poly Si,.45 Ge 0 .,, with
the silicon
silicon oxide-like
oxide-like layer
layer was
was estimated
estimated to
to be
be 11
11 AA thick
thickon
tures.
(11A)A)compared
comparedtotothat
thaton
onthe
the
tures. The
The thinner
thinner oxide-like
oxide-likelayer
layerrpeasured
measuredon
onthe
thesidewalls
sidewallsofofpolycrystalline
polycrystallineSi045Ge055
Si,,,4Ge,,, (11
sidewalls
of polycrystalline
polycrystalline Si
Si (30
(30A)
A)demonstrates
demonstratesthat
that the
the oxide-like
oxide-like layer
layer thickness
thickness depends
dependson
onthe
the germanium
germaniumconconsidewalls of
centration in
gas mixture,
mixture, the germanium
polycrystalline SiGe
SiGe
in the
the alloy
alloy.XPS
XPSalso
alsoshows
shows that
thatby
byusing
usingthe
theC12/02
C1,/O, gas
germanium of the polycrystalline
sidewalls spontaneously
spontaneously reacts
reacts with oxygen
species.
sidewalls
oxygen to form volatile etching species.

Introduction
Single-crystal silicon-germanium
silicon-germanium alloys
been
alloys have
have been
Single-crystal

extensively studied
studied for
for device
device applications.
applications. PolycrystalPolycrystalextensively

line
line SiGe1_
Si.Ge, (referred
(referred to
to as
as poly
poly SiGe
SiGe hereafter)
hereafter) has
has

recently been
been demonstrated
demonstrated to
to be
be aa suitable
suitable alternative
alternative to
to
the polycrystalline
polycrystalline Si
Si (poly
(poly Si)
Si) gate
gate electrode
electrode for complecomplethe
metal oxide
oxide semiconductor
semiconductor (CMOS)
(CMOS) technology'
mentary metal
technology'
The advantage
advantage of using
using poly
poly SiGe
SiGeas
asaagate
gatematerial
material isisthat
that
its work
work function
function is tunable
tunable as a function
function of the Ge
Ge conconcentration in
in the
the alloy.
alloy. Furthermore,
Furthermore, poly-Ge
poly-Ge (a
so-called
(a so-called
allows the use
use of
of single
single heavily
midgap material) allows
heavily p-doped
p-doped
(P+)
doped
(Pt) polycide
polycidegates
gatesinstead
insteadofofthe
thetraditional
traditionalP/N
P/N+ doped
material. Several
Several studies
studies have
have explored
exploredthe
the etching
etchingofof aa
material.
SiGe alloy for Si/SiGe
In
SiGe
Si/SiGe heterostructure
heterostructure applications.22
applications."' In
particular, the
SiGe structures
structures down
the anisotropic
anisotropic etching of SiGe
down
to 0.2
0.2 jim
pm has been reported.4
reported. 4

Recently we
we investigated
investigated the
the patterning
patterning of
of oxideRecently
oxide-

polysilicon gates
plasma
masked polysilicon
gates in
in aa high-density
high-density
plasma helicon
helicon
5
source
HBr/Cl,/O, gas
source using HBr/C12/O2
gasmixtures.
mixtures.5An
Anetching
etchingrecipe
recipe
been optimized
optimized allowing
allowing the development
development of 0.2
0.2 jim
Rpm
has been
polysilicon gates on thin gate oxides
oxides (thickness
(thickness << 44 nm).
nm). On
On
polysilicon

the other
the
other hand,
hand, the
the recipe
recipe developed
developed for
for oxide-masked
oxide-masked
poly-Si gates
used to pattern
pattern bilayer
bilayer polypolypoly-Si
gates cannot
cannot be
be used

Si/poly SiGe
SiGe gates
deformation of
Si/poly
gates (a
(a strong
strong deformation
of the
the etching
etching
profiles has
has been
been observed).6
observed).6 A
etching recipe
recipe
profiles
A two-step
two-step etching

using a C12/02-He
gasmixture
mixturehas
has been
been optimized,
optimized, allowallowC12/O2-He gas
perfectly anisotropic
anisotropic0.2
0.2jim
Ipmpoly-Si/poly
poly-Si/poly
Si,,,
ing perfectly
5i045Ge055
4 Ge 05,,
to be
be developed.6
developed.'
gates to
In this
this study
study we
we used
used XPS
XPS to
to determine
determine the
the chemical
chemical
distribution
Si045Ge055
feadistributionofofsilicon
silicondioxide-masked
dioxide-maskedpoly
poly
Si,,,
45Ge,,, features etched in a high-density plasma helicon source
using
source using
aaPresent
Present adress:
Siemens AG,
AG, HL PES
PES 13,
13, 81739,
81739, Munchen,
Munchen,
adress: Siemens

Germany.
Germany.
bAlso
at LPCM-TJMR
LPCM-UMR 110-IMN,
France.
Also at
110-IMN, 44072
44072 Nantes
Nantes Cedex 03, France.

mixtures
XPS analyses
mixtures of HBr,
HBr, Cl2,
Cl, and O2-He.
O,-He. XPS
analyses have
have
the chemical
chemical composition
composition of
of the
thepoly
polySi,45Ge05,
Si,, 45Ge 0,,
allowed the
sidewalls
to be
be determined
determined and
and aa better
better understanding
understanding of
of
sidewalls to
the etching mechanism
mechanism to be achieved.
achieved.
Experimental
Experimental
The system
The
system used
used for
for these
theseexperiments
experiments isisaahigh-vacuum
high-vacuum
cluster
of aa load
cluster tool
tool consisting
consisting of
load lock
lock chamber,
chamber, transfer
transfer
chamber,
The
chamber, reactor chamber,
chamber, and XPS analysis chamber.
chamber. The
analysis
chamber has been
been used
used in previous
previous studies
studies and is
analysis chamber
described
is equipped
equipped with
with an
an x-ray
x-ray
described in
in detail
detail elsewhere.7
elsewhere.7 ItIt is
photoelectron
spectrometer
(Fisons Surface
Surface Systems
Systems
photoelectron spectrometer (Fisons
ESCALAB
220i), aa single
single electrostatic
electrostatic lens
lens flood
flood gun
gun (VG
(VG
ESCALAB 220i),
Model LEG
(Micromass 386).
Model
LEG 41),
41), and
and aa mass
mass spectrometer
spectrometer (Micromass
386).
The XPS
XPS system
system provides
provides the possibility
possibility of
of analyzing
analyzing
The
200 mm
200
mm wafers.
wafers. The
Theanalysis
analysis chamber
chamber isis equipped
equipped with
with
a nonmonochromatized
nonmonochromatized twin anode
anode (Al
(Al K,,
K, 1487
eV/MgKs,
K,
1487 eV/Mg
1253.6
eV) and
and aa monochromatized
Al K,
K,, x-ray
x-ray source.
1253.6 eV)
monochromatized Al
source.
The latter was used for all experiments
experiments performed
performed in
in this
this
operated in
in aa 1000
1000 p.m
pLm spatial resolution mode,
mode,
study and operated
providing
providing an x-ray
x-ray spot
spot diameter
diameter of
of less
less than
than 11mm.
mm. An elecelecemitting low-energy
low-energy electrons
electrons (0
(0 to 80
80 eV)
eV)
tron flood gun emitting
was used
for charge
charge neutralization.
neutralization.
used for
The
has been
been dedeThe helicon source
source made by
by Lucas
Lucas Labs8'9
Labs 8 ' 9 has
scribed
in more
detail in
scribed in
more detail
in previous
previous papers.'°
papers.' ° The
The etching
etching
chamber
plasma generation
generation region
region in
in which
which aa
chamber consists of aa plasma
helicon
source isis operated
operated at
at 13.56
MHz," and
and a plasma
plasma
helicon source
13.56 MHz,"
diffusion region.
diffusion
region. The
Theplasma
plasma generation
generation region
region isis equipped
equipped
with two solenoid
magnetswhich
which are
are necessary
necessarytotoinitiate
initiate
solenoid magnets
the plasma,
two other
magnets around
around
plasma, whereas
whereas two
other solenoid
solenoid magnets
the diffusion
diffusion region
region maintain
maintain aa high
high plasma
plasma density
density on
on the
the
sample.
The sample
can be
be biased
of the
sample. The
sample can
biased independently
independently of
600 W
production of plasma using
using a 600
Wmaximum
maximumpower
powersupsupply at 13.56
MHz.The
Thetuning
tuningofofthe
the matching
matchingnetwork
network isis
13.56 MHz.
Helium
computer controlled and performed automatically. Helium
back side cooling
cooling at
at 10
Ton is
is provided
provided to
to achieve
achieve aa therther10 Torr

